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Abstract—Mobile computing, ubiquitous computing and augmented reality have provided technology explorers a 
platform to develop new applications. Augmented reality is upcoming solution for envision and navigation with the 
wide r a n g i n g  high end processors combined with mobile devices having GPS and camera functionalities. It is widely 
being used on hybrid processors, dual core processors and 1 GHz processors. Over the years, pageant systems which 
enlightened researchers imagination were developed [1]. Existing systems fail to accentuate some major features for 
application working.  This paper proposes an augmented reality platform for upgrading interaction with live objects, 
giving superior experience to the end user evading demerits of former applications. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 
Augmented Reality (AR) has its roots in 1968; 
when Ivan Sutherland presented three dimensional 
head mounted displays [2]. Though AR dates three 
decades back, it is still a promising and challenging 
domain. Earlier due to limited development of 
computing platform and unavailability of mobile 
platforms AR could not spread its wings in quotidian 
of lives of common man. But due to the fascinating 
concept of using digital data to enhance the 
interaction with the live physical world, explorers 
were interested in further research in this domain. 
With development of computers and advanced 
mobile platforms such as smart phones AR became 
very popular and ubiquitous. The base of this project 
is to take the advantage of the AR concept by 
integrating it with the features provided by the smart 
phones. This paper proposes a system named ’Geo 
Tag and Geo Locator’ which is an Android 
application. The application, as name suggests, will 
help in locating and tagging the objects registered on 
the server. Along with this, it has a feature of live 
navigation with the help of tags displayed on the 
screen of smart phone. RADAR is displayed on the 
screen to make the user aware of the objects located 
in all directions and not just the objects in which 
the device is pointed. 
The paper contains the following Sections: Section 
2 describes the background study that the authors 
carried out. Keeping the section 2 as base the 
proposed work is presented in section 3. The 
architecture of the proposed system is in section 4. 
Working of the system is described using flowcharts 
in section 5. The results obtained are shown in section 
6. Section 7 summarizes and concludes the work. 
 
II. RELATED WORK 
 
Augmented Reality (AR) intends to provide richer 

experiences by overlying labels or virtual objects 
over the scene observed through a camera attached 
to a computing device [3]. In recent years the AR 
platform has got colossal attention from developers 
as well as its users. There are several applications 
which are already available in AR field. Main 
features for location based augmented reality 
include interaction with live view, generation of 
tagged values, audio  guide  along with navigation 
route, presence of radar to generate points of 
interest and absence of range restriction. Table 1 
shows the comparison based on some parameters 
between different available applications, is given 
below. 
 
TABLE I: Comparison of Applications Based on 
Presence of Live View, Tagged Values, Audio 
Guide, Navigation Route, RADAR and Restriction 
of Range [3] 

 
 
It is evident from the table that the applications 
available do not include all of these features. This 
paper makes an attempt to have an application which 
spans over most of these features. 
 
III. PROPOSED WORK 
 
Table 1 shows that the present applications have 
some demerits based on the parameters taken for 
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comparison. This paper proposes a location based 
mobile augmented reality platform through 
interaction with live objects evading demerits of 
previously developed applications. 
The application will be able to locate the objects in 
the area of 80km in each direction. RADAR will 
play a pivotal role in making the user aware of 
available POIs in the surrounding area. A guide to 
traverse the path to the object through live 
navigation is also provided. 
 
IV. MOBILE PLATFORM 

ARCHITECTURE 
 
The architecture for the system can be presented by 
taking into consideration the two views of 
architecture. They are: 
1) An Overall Architecture 
2) Multi-tier Architecture 
First view gives the overall architecture of the mobile 
platform which does not clarify the different tiers 
of the architecture. Hence to include the same; 
another view of architecture is also presented which 
shows the working tiers of architecture which is 
called Multi-tier architecture. 
 
A. An Overall Architecture 
The goal of this architecture is to get information 
about spatial locations directly on the display 
screen through live camera. This will be useful for 
navigation and identifying points of interest. Upsurge 
and mobility were the major factors taken into 
consideration while designing the platform. Overall 
architecture is shown in Fig. 1. 
 

 
Fig. 1: Overall Architecture of Mobile Platform [4] 

 
1) Web Server: A database containing location 
appellation along with the latitude, longitude and 
altitude values for improved interaction with live 
objects i.e. POI, is present on the server side. A 
part of object database is Virtual Objects manager. 
This would be responsible for handling 

authentication and requests to the database. Such a 
manager is also present on the server side. This 
component would be vital for an application on 
mobile platform. 
2) Mobile Device: This is the client side. It 
requires a mobile device possessing GPS 
functionality and at least a compass and 
accelerometer. These sensors are integrated in 
mobile devices by mobile vendors as standard 
applications; hence these applications are common 
among users. 
Data obtained by combining GPS, accelerometer and 
com- pass values will be sent to database and all 
the POIs around will be recoded and rendered on 
the RADAR. With the live stream obtained through 
camera; a live tagging of the objects is made 
possible. Also navigation to the object tagged is 
provided. Hence the digital data is superimposed on 
the view of real objects. Thus AR objective is 
achieved. 
 
B. Multi-tier Architecture 
The architecture named Augmented Reality Engine 
Architecture gives insights into the implementation 
specific and working layers of the system. This is 
shown in Fig. 2. 
The lowest tier, named Model serves the purpose of 
storage of functions and modules which require 
during the exchange of POIs. The POIs are stored in 
a global database. Collection and parsing of POIs is 
done using XML and JSON based interfaces. 

 
Fig. 2: Augmented Reality Engine Architecture 

 
The middle tier is called Controller; which consists 
of sensor controller and point of interest controller. 
1) Sensor Controller: This component is 
responsible for handling the sensors of device. The 
data obtained from sensors contribute in 
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determining the location and orientation of device. 
The sensors include GPS sensor, accelerometer 
and magnetometer. GPS sensor gives the position 
of the device. This paper focuses on outdoor 
locations; hence GPS coordinates are 
predominantly used. The data obtained from all the 
sensors will be used to calculate the distance 
between mobile device and POI. Current orientation 
of device is obtained by accelerometer. 
The packages ’android. Location’ and 
’android.hardware’ are used to implement Sensor 
Controller. Retrieval of current GPS coordinates and 
altitude values along with the approximate position 
of device, depending on network triangulation, are 
the functionalities provided by location package. 
Hardware package provides the functions related to 
the change in the data of magnetometer and 
accelerometer. 
2) Point of Interest Controller: Point of interest 
controller gets a notification from sensor controller 
whenever a change in location is observed. This 
change could be either GPS value or orientation of 
device. New POIs in surrounding area must be 
determined once change in location is sensed. The 
feature of adjusting the radius as per user’s interest 
range is provided. Hence depending on the value of 
radius the POIs in the range of radius will be 
updated by calculating the distance using the GPS 
coordinates of POI and the device. 
The View Tier lying all above the other tiers has the 
user interfaces namely location view, camera view 
and POI view. The data captured by the camera of 
device is displayed by the camera view. Location 
view is placed on the top of the camera view. It 
displays the POIs residing inside the current field 
of view. Their specific positions are calculated by 
the POI controller. Sensor controller will deal with 
the change in orientation of location view. 
Finally, this architecture makes use of libraries of 
the mobile development frameworks. These 
frameworks provide access to the core 
functionality of the underlying operating system. 
Hence interaction with the OS for sensor access 
and screen drawing functions is carried out by the 
help of these frameworks. This is denoted by the 
Native framework part of the architecture. 
These two architecture views give an idea of the 
structure and the implementation specific layers of 
the system. So, using this architecture the working of 
the system using the flowchart is described in the 
following section. 
 
V. OPERATIONAL FLOW OF SYSTEM 
 
The flowchart in Fig. 3 depicts the working of whole 
system. This will help in understanding the flow of 
data derived from the sensors till all the POIs in the 
field of location view are displayed. 
Data from the sensors namely: GPS, 
magnetometer, accelerometer; of mobile device 

should be updated when a change is sensed or on 
the initialization of application. The GPS 
coordinates give the location of the device whereas 
the magnetometer and accelerometer give direction 
and orientation of device respectively. Using location 
of device and depending upon the range of radius 
chosen by the user, all the POIs in the surrounding 
area will be taken. These POIs will be placed on the 
RADAR. The direction and orientation of device will 
contribute to the calculation of altitude. From the 
POIs (POIs on RADAR) along with the altitude value 
give the visible POIs.  

 
Fig. 3: Operational Flowchart of Proposed System Location 

View is the basic component of AREA. 
 
Only Those POIs which are inside the field of view 
of camera are displayed on the screen. The 
approach of use of location view ensures that the 
POIs get displayed correctly in oblique position of 
the device. POIs should be rotated with certain angle 
depending on altitude of device and then moved 
relatively according to rotation. Instead of doing this 
on individual POIs whole location view can be 
rotated. Thus POIs in the field of location view will 
be rotated implicitly. 
In the following section the results obtained by 
implementing the algorithm, depicted as flowchart of 
working of system, are presented. 
 
VI. RESULTS 
 
It is assumed that the mobile handset will have an 
android system installed in it, camera facility to 
capture objects, GPS to track and accelerometer, 
magnetometer to give exact measurements from 
current position to the objects position which will 
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be displayed on the screen. This product works 
precise in outdoor environment. However if 
internet connectivity is not available, the product 
will not be able to run, and also if operated in 
indoor environment, it may not give exact and 
precise data. The product developed provides the 
functions of performing multiple operations like 
tracking, positioning, and information display [5]. 
The application runs in background and starts 
automatically once it is opened. For testing purpose, 
only a few of entries have been entered in the 
database. As stated earlier, the demerits of existing 
applications are ignored and various functionalities 
stated below are included: 
 

 
Fig. 4: Different Menu and Views available in System 

 

 
Fig. 5: Range and RADAR as seen on the screen 

 
1. View: A high focus and high intensity 

camera gives the live view. Along with live 
view, list view and map view is also provided 
to prevent screen cluttering. Fig 4 shows all 
the available menus and various views viz. 
list view and map view. 

2. Higher range: Range of radius 80 km is 
provided. It can also be lowered by adjusting 
zoom level. As shown in Fig 5, maximum 
range is 80 km as opposed to many others 
having less range up to 20-40 km. 

3. RADAR: A RADAR highlighting points of 
interests entered in the database lies at the 
extreme left end of the screen as evident from 
the Fig 5. 

4. Navigation route: A navigation route for 
nearby points of interests is displayed on 
the screen. The upper two sections of Fig 6 
show navigation tags to the locations in the 
range of 80 km. 

5. Tagged values: Tagged values for the location 
of interest pops on the screen. On screen 
tapping related information about the 
particular location of interest is displayed.  
Last portion of Fig 6 shows one of such POI 
which is close by with large circle. The 
overlapped circles indicate that there are 
number of POIs in that direction. 

 
Fig. 6: Navigation Tags and Locator Tags 

 
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE SCOPE 
 
Location based services on smart phones have 
achieved great success in consumer market 
providing useful functions like finding nearest 
point of interests. This paper proposes a location 
based mobile augmented reality platform through 
interaction with live objects evading demerits of 
previously generated applications. Major 
technological drivers for more interactive services 
are good network access through 3G and Wi-Fi; 
advance sensor integration on smart phones into 
applications like accelerometers, digital compasses 
and video cameras [6]. These enhancements enable 
to generate augmented view through various 
techniques, achieving the aim of generating a user-
friendly android application. 
This project can be equipped with live image 
tracking and live image searching feature that will 
open a new dimension to locate the objects with 
ease and will make dynamic objects searching 
possible. 
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